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We consider a conformal complex singlet extension of the Standard Model with a Higgs portal
interaction. Two different scenarios depending on whether the global U(1) symmetry is broken or
not have been studied. In the unbroken phase, the decay of the complex singlet is protected by the
global U(1) symmetry which leads to an ideal cold dark matter candidate. In the broken phase, we
are able to provide a second Higgs at 554GeV. In addition, gauging the global U(1) symmetry,
we can construct an asymptotically safe U(1)’ leptophobic model. We combine the notion of
asymptotic safety with conformal symmetry and use the renormalization group equations as a
bridge to connect UV boundary conditions and Electroweak (EW)/ TeV scale physics. We also
provide a detailed example to show that these boundary conditions will lead to phenomenological
signatures such as diboson excesses which could be tested at the LHC.
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1. Motivation and Introduction
Conformal models (CM) are particularly interesting since they may dynamically generate nat-
ural scale hierarchies through dimensional transmutation as in QCD in the Coleman-Weinberg
framework [1]. Moreover, there may exist a connection between the fixed point required in the
(quantum) conformal scenario and the notion of asymptotic safety (AS) [2]. Combining the notion
of AS with conformal symmetry addresses the UV completion issue of the CM [2].
We study a conformal complex singlet extension of the SM with a Higgs portal interaction
[2, 3]. Two different scenarios depending on whether the global U(1) symmetry is broken or not
are discussed. In the broken phase, we predict a second Higgs at 554GeV [3]. In the unbroken
phase, the decay of the complex singlet is protected by the global U(1) symmetry which leads to
an ideal cold dark matter candidate [3]. In addition, gauging the global U(1) symmetry, we can
construct an asymptotically safe U(1)′ leptophobic model [2]. We combine the notion of AS with
conformal symmetry and use the renormalization group equations (RGE) as a bridge to connect
UV boundary conditions and EW/ TeV scale physics. We also provide a detailed example to show
the possible diboson excesses which could be detected at the LHC [2].
2. Unbroken Phase
The conformally symmetric complex singlet extension of the SM has the Lagrangian [3]:
L = ∂µH†∂ µH+∂µS†∂ µS−λ2 |S|2H†H−λ3 |S|4−λ1
(
H†H
)2
. (2.1)
In the above, H is the (complex doublet) Higgs field, S is the complex singlet field and the Higgs
portal interaction is proportional to λ2. In this case S decay is protected by theU(1) global symme-
try, making it an ideal cold dark matter candidate. Our analysis builds upon the Gildener-Weinberg
method [4] that generalizes the CW technique [1] to incorporate multiple scalar fields. Letting
H = 1√
2
(φ1 + iφ2,φ3 + iφ4), S= 1√2 (ϕ1 + iϕ2) and defining φ
2 = ∑i φ 2i and ϕ2 = ∑iϕ2i , we obtain
leading-logarithm expression for the effective potential [3]
VLL =
1
4
λ1φ 4 +
1
4
λ2φ 2ϕ2 +
1
4
λ3ϕ4 +BL+CL2 +DL3 +EL4 + . . . (2.2)
where L≡ log
(
φ2+ϕ2
µ2
)
. The quantities B,C,D,E are the functions of (λ1,λ2,λ3,gt ,φ ,ϕ) which are
dimension-4 combinations of φ 2 and ϕ2 as required by symmetry and contain leading-logarithm
(LL) combinations of couplings. The coefficients B,C,D,E are determined by RGE(
µ
∂
∂µ
+βgt
∂
∂gt
+
3
∑
i=1
βi
∂
∂λi
+ γφφ
∂
∂φ
)
VLL = 0 , (2.3)
where βi,βgt and γφ are the one loop RG functions and and anomalous dimensions respectively.
Truncation of the effective potential at LL order leads to
Ve f f =VLL+K1φ 4 +K2φ 2ϕ2 +K3ϕ4 , (2.4)
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where counter terms Ki are functions of the couplings and can be determined by renormalization
conditions [1][3]. The couplings and the masses of MH and singlet MS are given resepctively by
dVe f f
dφ
∣∣∣∣ φ=v
ϕ=v1
= 0 ,
dVe f f
dϕ
∣∣∣∣ φ=v
ϕ=v1
= 0 ; M2H =
dV 2e f f
dφ 2
∣∣ φ=v
ϕ=v1
, M2S =
dV 2e f f
dϕ2
∣∣ φ=v
ϕ=v1
, (2.5)
where v is identified with the EW scale v = 246.2GeV and the singlet scale v1 = 0 corresponding
to the unbroken case.
In Fig. 1a, we illustrate our predicted dark matter mass/coupling relation in the green curve.
The abundance curves (orange and blue) are calculated using the results of Ref. [5]. Setting the
dark matter self-interaction coupling to λ3 = 1 shifts the results slightly from the green to the purple
curve in the figure, retaining this qualitative feature. The shaded region in Fig. 1a represents the pa-
rameter space excluded by the LUX experiment at 95% CL [6]. Most of the parameter space below
85GeV is ruled out by the LUX experiment [6], apart from a small region of parameter space in the
MS ≈MH/2 resonant region, which is strongly constrained by the Higgs decay width [5]. Combin-
ing the LUX [6] and dark matter abundance constraints, the complex singlet model admits a viable
dark matter candidate 100GeV ≤ Ms ≤ 110GeV with Higgs portal interaction 0.05 ≤ λ2 ≤ 0.2
corresponding to 10%−100% dark matter abundance. The viable dark matter candidates resulting
from our analysis are very close to the boundary of the current direct detection experiments and
will be in the detection region of the coming experiments XENON1T [7] results.
3. Broken Phase (non-gaugedU(1)) and gaugedU(1)
The broken-symmetry case 〈S〉 6= 0 is particularly interesting since the real component of
the complex singlet will mix with the SM Higgs field, leading to one heavy and one light Higgs
field. The light state corresponds to the 125GeV observed Higgs boson. By using the general-
ized optimization method developed in [3], we have four constraints for five parameters λ1(t∗),
λ2(t∗),λ3(t∗),v1, t∗ where 〈S〉= v1 is the VEV of the singlet field and t∗ is the optimized scale. Us-
ing the 125GeV Higgs mass as an extra constraint, we find an additional heavy Higgs at 554GeV.
Gauging theU(1) symmetry, the derivative in Eq. (2.1) will be replaced by covariant derivative
Dµ . In the basis where the two U(1) gauge kinetic terms are diagonal, Dµ is written as [2]
Dµ = ∂µ − ig3λa2 G
a
µ − ig2
τi
2
W iµ − iY
(
gYBµ +gmB′µ
)− ig′Q′BB′µ , (3.1)
where g3, g2, gY and g′ are the gauge couplings of SU(3)c, SU(2), U(1)Y and U(1)′ respectively.
The quantities Y and Q′B denote theU(1)Y hypercharge and theU(1)
′ charge. We make explicit the
mixing term proportional to gm that couples the B′µ field to SM hyperchargeY . Dilepton constraints
on new neutral gauge bosons are stringent, so we would like to avoid coupling the U(1)′ gauge
group to SM leptons, making the model leptophobic.We choose a special case of the gauge group
U(1)′B−xL where x = 0 and the gauge group in our case can be denoted U(1)
′
B with charge Q
′
B
[8]. The charge assignments of the U(1)′B model are summarized in Table 1 where νR and two
‘spectator’ fermions ψ lL and ψeL are introduced to cancel the anomaly.
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Fermion qL uR dR lL eR νR ψ lL ψeL χ
U (1)′ Charge 1/3 1/3 1/3 0 0 -1 -1 -1 1
Table 1: Fermion gauge charges.
We provide a categorization of different AS scenarios according to the gravity contribution to
the RG functions above Planck scale [2]:
βλ1 (Λ) = βλ3 (Λ) = λ1 (Λ) = λ2 (Λ) = λ3 (Λ) = 0 (3.2)
βλ1 (Λ) = λ1 (Λ) = 0; λ2 (Λ) , λ3 (Λ) 6= 0 (3.3)
βλ1 (Λ) = λ1 (Λ) = λ2 (Λ) = 0, λ3 (Λ) 6= 0 . (3.4)
We use the RG equation as a bridge to connect the UV boundary conditions to EW/TeV scale
physics and explore implications for SM observables. The predictive power of AS scenarios implies
that most of the parameters in the model are uniquely determined, thereby providing interesting
interrelationships among the couplings, the scale of the fixed point (transition scale) MUV , and the
generations of quarks coupled to the U(1)′ gauge field [2]. We plot the running scalar couplings
from the EW scale to the UV transition scale in Figure 1b by using the boundary condition (3.2).
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(a) Relationship between predicted dark
matter mass and Higgs portal coupling
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(b) Running scalar couplings are shown as
a function of the scale t = log(ϕ/〈S〉). The
red, blue, and green curves represent λ1 (t),
200λ2 (t), 2000λ3 (t) respectively.
We are able to show that assuming the Z′ mass is around 2TeV, the boundary conditions
(3.2)–(3.4) would lead to diboson excesses Z′→ ZZ at 0.03fb, 0.23−4fb and 0.01fb respectively.
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